
JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL – Alexander Rowntree (Orange shirt) v Lewis Thomson (Grey Shirt) 

 
Game 1. Alexander the runner up last year was pitched against 
Lewis who was in his first club Championship junior final. Alex 
won the serve and started really well with some tight deep 
serves, which put Lewis on the back foot. Alex was 4-0 up and a 
tight volley return off the serve from Lewis gave him his first 
point. Alex responded with an equally good volley and again put 
Lewis under pressure to go 6-1 up.  Lewis worked an opening 
with some good returns and built a couple of rallies to take back 
a couple of points and go to 3-7, before a couple of tinned shots 
returned the momentum to Alex at 8-3. Both players then traded 
a couple of points before Alex closed out the first game 11-5. 
 
Game 2.  The second game started with Alex again putting Lewis 

under pressure with his serve, Lewis was drawn into a risky 

attacking response to try and stem the flow of points. Lewis was 

hitting tins and getting frustrated as points continued to go Alex’s 

way. A tough learning curve and whilst Lewis develops his skills and tactics, a squash court can sometimes be a 

tough learning environment. Lewis made more errors and Alex closed out the second game 11-1. 

Game 3.  Lewis came back to the court after 

giving himself a good talking to and found 

some control and patience. He started 

brightly and won the first 3 points. Alex 

responded to this with a pair of points before 

Lewis found his range and some defence to 

build a position and take the next 2 points to 

go to 5-2. Alex recovered and a couple of 

good cross courts open up Lewis to a loose 

drive and Alex found a couple of good drops 

to level the game at 5-5. A sharp volley and a 

deep drive gave Lewis a 7-5 lead. A point grabbed back by Alex was not 

enough to stem the flow of points this time to Lewis as he closed out 

the game 11-6.  A great recovery by Lewis to win this game. 

Game 4.  Lewis got off to a good 

start to go 2-0 up. Alex 

responded by taking the next 3 

points. Both players traded 

points to level the game at 4-4. 

Alex then found a second wind 

and pushed a head winning the 

next 4 points to go 8-4 up. Lewis 

and Alex produced the best rally 

of the game with both players 

stretching the other to all parts of the court, Lewis found a winner to go 

to 5-8. But, Alex wasn’t going to let Lewis back into the game and having 

wrestled back the serve he closed out the game and the match 11-5. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alexander Rowntree  Won 3-1: 11-5, 11-1, 6-11, 11-5 
 
 


